
Submit and receive approval for your

request from your neighborhood

association (if applicable). Then, submit

your application for the Master

Association. 

Depending on your project type, you may

need to make a payment, don't worry;

this information is included on the

Design Review form. 
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Spring is right around the corner, and with that, you may be

thinking about tackling projects to spruce up the outside of your

home, like adding a new patio for backyard parties, adding

artificial turf for the touch of green you love or changing the color

of the exterior of your home. *Most exterior changes need to be

approved first by your neighborhood association (if applicable) and

then by the Mountain's Edge Master Association Design Review

Committee before any work can begin. 

Gather your project's photos, drawings,

and maps. Remember to include

measurements and check to see if you

need to get any permits. The more

information you can provide, the better

the Committee can understand your

plan. 
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Now that you have all your documents to

share your vision, complete the Design

Review Application(s). Depending on your

neighborhood, you may be required to

complete two forms, one for your specific

community and one for the Master

Association. The Master Association

application is available on our website,

and while you’re there, you can check the

complete list of neighborhoods (also

known as sub-associations) in the

community. If you reside in a

neighborhood with a separate management

company, you will need their approval

before the Master Association can review

your application. 
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Sit back and relax; we will get a response

to you just as soon as possible. The Design

Review Committee typically meets every

other week and will provide you with a

response to your request after the

meeting, where they review your request.

Once you receive your approval, you will

be good to go to get started on your

project!
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*The only time you may not need to apply is if you are replacing a dead plant or tree with the same variety/species in the same exact
location or if you are re-painting your home the same color as the original or already approved color. Check the Design Guidelines for
more information on if you need to apply.

We know this process can seem overwhelming, and we are here to help! If you have questions, please get

in touch with us. Phone: (702) 457-6362 or email us at memadrc@ccmcnet.com

Spring Is In The Air!

Happy Spring!
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